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Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando. Modification your behavior to hang or waste the
moment to just chat with your pals. It is done by your everyday, do not you feel tired? Currently, we will
reveal you the new habit that, really it's a very old practice to do that can make your life much more
qualified. When feeling bored of constantly chatting with your friends all leisure time, you could locate
guide entitle Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando and then review it.

From the Author
Writing Teach Yourself Haitian Creole has been an adventure for me. I first started giving private lessons to
organizations and individuals, who wanted to find the best to way learn Haitian Creole; because their
organizations or church activities were in the Haitian community.
 
They just came to me saying, "I want to learn Haitian Creole",  After teaching Haitian Creole for several
years, my students started asking me for the materials in a book format, and that is where this incredible
adventure began.

It took me approximately 16 months to come up with an easy way to learn Haitian Creole for self-taught
people. I had an incredible crew of Haitian brothers working hand in hand with me and we spent countless
hours at the recording studio, creating the voices, editing and finalizing the MP3 Voice recording for all the
sections in the book.
 
We were all very excited with the book and hoped for good results, because while there were many books
out there, these methods were only to learn Basic Haitian Creole words and phrases. Students were not
taught to actually speak Haitian Creole.
 
We finally finished the recording and the revision of the book, after several months of work, sometimes
working until 2 am at the recording studio, but we made it.

The book was released first in the Dominican Republic and soon all our Haitian teachers started to use the
book for their personal and private lessons. Christian and non-Christian organizations were looking for the
book to train their staff.
 
These organizations started asking for an English version of the book, because most of their staff were
English-speaking people, so we came up with the English version. It was not an easy process, but you can
finally say that you have a good tool to learn Haitian Creole language, not just a few phrases or words; you
can really learn how to speak Haitian Creole with this method.
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to learn using Teach Yourself Haitian Creole, if at any part of your



learning experience, you feel that you need a friendly hand, do not hesitate to reach me, I would be more
than glad to assist you.

From the Back Cover

Are you ready to discover your learning potential with our very special technique for Teaching Yourself a
new language?

Have you been working with Haitian people, or do you feel the need to reach the Haitian community with
your message?

Have you had trouble when communicating and understanding the Creole language?

Have you purchased phrase books and flash cards to Learn Haitian Creole?

Do you have a Creole speaking friend, relative, or co-worker who you would love to communicate?

Have you tried endless efforts to master Haitian Creole but still find yourself struggling with it?

If your answer is YES, to any of the above questions, then Teach Yourself Haitian Creole is the right tool for
you.

Learn Haitian Creole in less than 3 MONTHS with our proven technique for Self Learning. Audio download
included.

About the Author
Yeral E. Ogando, was born on May 18th, 1977 in Las Matas de Farfán, Dominican Republic. He is the son of
Ubersindo Ogando and father of Yeiris & Tiffany Ogando. Yeral is polyglot or multilingual person. 
At the age of seventeen, he finished studying English. He learned French and Creole when he was eighteen.
His nineteenth year he studied Italian and Portuguese. German his twentieth, and from age Twenty-one
through twenty-three he learned Russian, Greek and basic Japanese. The next language he took on was
Biblical Hebrew.

Throughout the years Yeral E. Ogando studied the drills on learning a new language; mastering any language
in a very short time. Searching through many different methods, he came up with his very special technique
for "Teaching Yourself" a new language. With this book the experiences and skills he acquired are at your
hand.

This proven technique for "Self Learning" has been tested for several years in the Dominican Republic,
selling thousands of books in major libraries. You have the perfect combination of experience, skills and
proven techniques at your disposal with this incredible method.

He has been a Bible teacher for many years and teacher for severallanguages locally and internationally, such
as Spanish, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, and Haitian Creole.



He has also been able to write the following books:

* Teach Yourself Italian by Yeral E. Ogando.
* Teach Yourself Haitian Creole by Yeral E. Ogando.
* Teach Yourself Haitian Creole Conversation by Yeral E. Ogando.
 * Cosmic: A Rise into Greatness (His personal life experience through cosmic battles and warfare - Coming
up soon)
* The Hero within - Awareness (a Christian fiction Hero series of three volumes).

 His hobbies are reading and listening to music. He is passionate for teaching, learning and starting new
ministries and businesses.
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Simply for you today! Discover your favourite book right here by downloading as well as obtaining the soft
data of the publication Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando This is not your time to
typically go to guide stores to buy an e-book. Here, varieties of publication Teach Yourself Haitian Creole
By Yeral E. Ogando and collections are available to download. Among them is this Teach Yourself Haitian
Creole By Yeral E. Ogando as your preferred publication. Getting this publication Teach Yourself Haitian
Creole By Yeral E. Ogando by online in this website can be understood now by checking out the link page to
download. It will be easy. Why should be below?

In some cases, checking out Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando is quite monotonous as well
as it will certainly take very long time beginning with obtaining the book and begin reviewing. However, in
modern age, you could take the establishing modern technology by making use of the net. By internet, you
could see this web page as well as begin to hunt for the book Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E.
Ogando that is required. Wondering this Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando is the one that
you require, you can opt for downloading. Have you understood how you can get it?

After downloading the soft data of this Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando, you can begin to
read it. Yeah, this is so enjoyable while someone ought to read by taking their huge books; you are in your
new way by just manage your gadget. Or perhaps you are working in the office; you can still utilize the
computer system to review Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando fully. Of course, it will
certainly not obligate you to take several web pages. Merely web page by web page depending upon the time
that you have to check out Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando
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Teach Yourself Haitian Creole is the ultimate proven technique for you to master Haitian Creole in less than
3 months.

This incredible book will guide you gradually from recognizing Creole alphabet, identifying the words and
learning how to pronounce them easily with our Free Mp3 Audio Bonus.

Teach Yourself  Haitian Creole is not just another book for learning phrases, words, verbs and vocabulary.
This amazing book will show you the hidden technique behind the languages and will give you the tools to
learn it in a very short time. You will have everything you need to master the language, you just need to pay
attention and follow the instructions given in this incredible book.

The author of Teach Yourself Haitian Creole has acquired these skills throughout the years by learning more
than 10 languages so far. Teach Yourself Haitian Creole is the product of his learning experience. Hundreds
of people have already learned using this method; it is your time to learn now.

Teach Yourself Haitian Creole consists of 10 lessons. Taking you from recognizing the alphabet and its
combinations, learning how to read and write Haitian Creole, even when you do not understand it yet
working language patterns and tense construction. Walking out systematically to improve your skills and
getting you to the final goal of "Speaking, reading, writing and understanding Haitian Creole".

At the end, you will find yourself reading gospel messages in Haitian Creole. Isn't awesome to learn that
quick? Did you imagine speaking Haitian Creole in less than 3 months?

I know you might be hesitant to believe it, but there are many people already enjoying the languages
experiences. People tend to think that learning a new language is a very difficult task and don't get me wrong
"It is" when you do not have the correct tool or method to learn.

Teach Yourself Haitian Creole is the ultimate method for you to learn easily and effectively.

 In my experience of language learning, I have found many difficult languages, but Haitian Creole has been
so far "The easiest language" to learn. My students learn how to speak Haitian Creole with this very same
book in less than 3 months. Try it now and you will succeed in finally learning Haitian Creole.
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Do you have a Creole speaking friend, relative, or co-worker who you would love to communicate?

Have you tried endless efforts to master Haitian Creole but still find yourself struggling with it?

If your answer is YES, to any of the above questions, then Teach Yourself Haitian Creole is the right tool for
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Learn Haitian Creole in less than 3 MONTHS with our proven technique for Self Learning. Audio download
included.

About the Author
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Throughout the years Yeral E. Ogando studied the drills on learning a new language; mastering any language
in a very short time. Searching through many different methods, he came up with his very special technique
for "Teaching Yourself" a new language. With this book the experiences and skills he acquired are at your
hand.

This proven technique for "Self Learning" has been tested for several years in the Dominican Republic,
selling thousands of books in major libraries. You have the perfect combination of experience, skills and
proven techniques at your disposal with this incredible method.

He has been a Bible teacher for many years and teacher for severallanguages locally and internationally, such
as Spanish, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, and Haitian Creole.

He has also been able to write the following books:

* Teach Yourself Italian by Yeral E. Ogando.
* Teach Yourself Haitian Creole by Yeral E. Ogando.
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Most helpful customer reviews

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
An Exciting, Practical Study Guide
By CBM Book Reviews



Teach Yourself Haitian Creole by Yeral E. Ogando is a 10-step book teaching the language of Haitian
Creole. The author begins by encouraging the students to study just 20 minutes a day. Giving a broad
vocabulary and the verb tenses, in this way, the short term studying will accumulate to practice that is made
perfect everyday.

Offering a MP3 Audio download (from the back bonus page) the author has made learning the Haitian
Creole language even easier. The first chapter is designed to learn the Creole alphabet, how to read Creole in
any text and how to say good morning. Step-by-step the author encourages learning vocabulary and the
practice of speaking with a person whose native tongue is Creole to further learning the language. With
plenty of symbols, art and graphs, the author has made this a self-explanatory book that teaches the basis of
the Haitian Creole language. Each part builds upon another. This is a fun and fast way to teaching oneself
this language.

With such chapters as: Bonjou - Good Morning, Kouman Ou Ye – How are You, Mwen Konprann Kreyol –I
Understand Creole, Nan Biwo-At the Office, Nan Lopital – At the Hospital, Vwayaj Pou Ayiti – Trip to
Haiti, Nan Otel La – At the Hotel, Nan Restoran – At the Restaurant, Twa Komante Yo – Three Comments,
Kat Atik Espesyal Yo – Four Special Articles, Answers, Glossary and an added Bonus Page, the author
presents different scenarios to communicating with the language, such as asking how are you and if one were
to go to the hospital, a hotel or restaurant, etc.

This is an exciting, but very practical way to learn the language. Highly recommended as a study-guide to
those that are new to the language as this is an easy and fast-paced way to learn the tenses and vocabulary of
the language. The author has done an excellent job with this book.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Not sure how I feel about this book...
By Pen Fanatic
EDIT July 11, 2016: Still haven't finished the book yet, but I just found out that there are indeed audio files
for this book in the Bonus Page at the end of the book (thanks to a very helpful comment I received!)

With this new information, I had to increase the number of stars to 5 because the book is quasi-perfect. I
haven't finished it yet, but if it turns out to end as good as it starts, then the 5 stars should remain. If it doesn't
seem like I have a good grasp of the grammar or idiomatic usage of the language, then I might adjust the
stars accordingly. But it might be some time before I finish the book since I want to go backwards and start
again now that I have the audio files available to me.

***************************************************************************************
*********************

Not finished yet, but I can give my initial impressions:

1. One of the very few books to learn Creole that are available for Kindle devices and apps, this deserves a
big plus. It's not a simple phrase book, either, but rather a book that seems intended to get you conversational
in the language by the time you finish. PLUS.

2. The book seems to touch on important and universal vocabulary - not like some books that seem to focus
on business trips mostly. I wanted to learn Creole just to become conversational enough in the language that
I can chat with some Haitians that speak it fluently and have minimal problems when it comes to talking
about events or ideas (e.g., "Where do you work again?" "I saw her brother the other day, he was on his way



to the store,"...things like that). It does have some business-y or vacation-y vocabulary like hotel and waiter,
but this sort of vocabulary isn't given disproportionate amounts of emphasis. PLUS.

3. The book tries to make Creole an overly easy language to approach. It teaches you through conversations.
That might become a plus in some people's books, but in my book, it's a negative. While I enjoy learning
through conversation as you can see a back and forth discussion using the vocabulary you're practicing, it
lacks a true grammatical section. There might be mentions here and there of certain grammatical points, but I
would rather see all the grammar up front or divided into respective sections (e.g., a chapter related to
adjectives, a chapter related to future tense, a chapter related to telling time, etc.). For me, this is a MINUS.
(Though I realize that this might be a plus for some others with a different learning preference.

4. The audio doesn't seem to be accessible for the Kindle version. I'm not sure if that was intentional (I don't
remember the description), but the lack of audio makes you feel like you're missing out on the learning
experience. It also hurts you when you're trying to practice your listening skills. This is a minus for me.
MINUS.

Ultimately, I have mixed feelings about this book. I don't remember how much I paid for it, but I think that it
was relatively affordable. For that reason, I would certainly recommend it to others. However, the minuses I
gave are important to keep in mind, especially if you're like me and enjoy learning a language by getting the
grammar in a more organized fashion and/or if you're hoping to practice with the audio exercises. If those
don't bother you, then this book might be right up your alley. For me, I give it 3 stars and wouldn't mind
seeing this same author make a newer edition of the book that involves straightforward lessons in how to
properly use Creole grammar. But it's the only Creole book that covers the language in the depth that it does,
therefore I have to be happy with what I have.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Absoloutely Brilliant
By ROSE
This is the best language learning course I have ever seen. The book is clearly set out, and the CDs are
clearly spoken and really help with your pronounciation. I still can't believe how cheap it is!!!!

See all 14 customer reviews...
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After knowing this quite easy means to review as well as get this Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral
E. Ogando, why do not you inform to others about through this? You could inform others to visit this site as
well as opt for looking them favourite publications Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando As
recognized, below are bunches of listings that supply lots of sort of publications to gather. Merely prepare
few time as well as internet links to obtain guides. You could actually take pleasure in the life by reading
Teach Yourself Haitian Creole By Yeral E. Ogando in a quite easy way.
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out there, these methods were only to learn Basic Haitian Creole words and phrases. Students were not
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We finally finished the recording and the revision of the book, after several months of work, sometimes
working until 2 am at the recording studio, but we made it.
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book to train their staff.
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finally say that you have a good tool to learn Haitian Creole language, not just a few phrases or words; you
can really learn how to speak Haitian Creole with this method.
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to learn using Teach Yourself Haitian Creole, if at any part of your
learning experience, you feel that you need a friendly hand, do not hesitate to reach me, I would be more
than glad to assist you.
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you.
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About the Author
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